Effective Generation of Synthetic JSON data using Large Language Models

1 Context and motivation

Automatic generation of synthetic data is essential in many contexts: for testing data pipelines [8], for privacy preserving purposes [9], for training ML models [5, 10] and for benchmarking NoSQL systems [3, 7]. In many situations, data is represented in JSON and its format specified in JSON Schema, a logical language for describing complex JSON documents. While many practical solutions for generating data from JSON Schema exist [1, 2, 6], they are not satisfactory because their generated data is random, not always valid w.r.t. the input schema and it is not realistic enough to reflect the domain intended by the user specifying the schema.

Effectively generating JSON data from a JSON Schema specification is challenging since it needs to i) deal with infinitely many possible schemas, ii) take several criteria into consideration about how to handle each single schema constraint, iii) adhere to some probabilistic distribution so that the generated examples are realistic enough, and iv) exploit already available data in order to generate new data with some resemblance with the pre-existing data.

Large Language Models (LLMs) proved very effective in generating realistic data [4] but also for taking user prompts into consideration [11]. Our goal is to study how to best exploit LLMs for solving the above challenges and to identify their limitations in terms of generating correct examples. To overcome the situation where the generated data is not correct, we also plan to study automatic data repairing based on LLMs. The idea is to build effective prompts guiding the model in its quest to generate a correct instance.

2 Objectives

The aim of the project is to address the challenges above outlined, by devising a novel approach allowing for specifying preferences to guide the generation process or a description of a probability distribution that should be reflected in the generated samples. More specifically the goal is to:

- study solutions for synthetic data generation in general and for JSON Schema in particular and characterize their abilities and limitations.
- devise and implement static analysis techniques for JSON Schema enabling the generation of prompts that can be effectively used to leverage LLMs in order to generate schema instances
- devise new operators for capturing data distribution in JSON Schema and define a generation process guided by these operators
- identify relevant use cases to assess the effectiveness of the developed approach
- deliver an efficient implementation and conduct an experimental study while disseminating the software product as a library

3 Prerequisite

The applicants should have a background in any of the following fields: data management, programming language, machine learning/statistical modeling. The PhD project is part of a larger research project studying many aspects of JSON Schema \(^1\) and involving researchers from Italy and from Germany following an

\(^1\)https://github.com/miniHive/JSONAlgebra
intensive interaction. Fluency in English is, thus, required.

4 Contact information

The PhD project will be held under the joint supervision of Pr. Dario Colazzo (dario.colazzo@lamsade.dauphine.fr) and Dr. Mohamed-Amine Baazizi (mohamed-amine.baazizi@lip6.fr) following an extensive interaction between two highly ranked research institutions, namely, the LAMSADE lab at PSL University, and the LIP6 lab at Sorbonne University.
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